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Abstract6

The liberal democracy copied from the West is not working in Nigeria because of cultural and7

ethnic diversities as well as many other factors. The masses are ethnically disunited against8

themselves while the members of the predatory political class from different ethnic groups are9

united in sharing the national cake in what is known as elite conspiracy or club of capture.10

Using descriptive method of data analysis, some illiberal democratic traditions in Asia appear11

to have been strengthening developmental efforts in the continent while the liberal political12

system in Nigeria constitutes an impediment to economic growth and development. The Asian13

political system and the communal traditions in Africa can be blended to form africasian14

democracy and put into practice in Nigeria for sustainable development and good governance.15

To this end, it is recommended that in the next presidential election in Nigeria, a courageous16

candidate who can be violent in decision taking should be elected as president to dismantle17

the fallacious, elitist and wasteful system of government.18

19

Index terms— democracy, africasian, volcanic, politics, machiavellian, predatory, elite.20

1 Introduction21

olitics has never brought happiness to the greatest number of Nigerians, obviously due to the way it is being22
played in the country. The bloated size of government is wasteful and it impedes accountability and transparency23
as a result of unnecessary duplication of roles of many agencies and departments. Politics had therefore become24
a meal ticket for predators who call themselves politicians. How far have the Federal and State Governments25
affected the lives of Nigerians, given the enormous resources exploited since 1999? This clearly shows that the26
socalled democracy copied from the US is not working for us. The democracy in Nigeria has been the coming27
together of politicians of different ethnic background to form a club of capture (Pat Utomi, 2017) or an elite28
conspiracy (Olisa Agbakoba, 2015) to determine who gets what and why, probably after misconstruing Niccolo29
Machiavelli’s The Prince (Asisi Asobie). Apart from being susceptible to corruption, the system of government30
encourages waste of scarce resources. The Nigerian government is just wasting all the resources to maintain the31
predatory political elite in power. This point is better understood if the salary and allowances paid to members32
of the executive branch as well as members of parliament are calculated. This leads to the enduring issues of33
high cost of governance and restructuring.34

Democracy is supposed to be concerned with the judicious use of resources for the wellbeing of the citizens35
irrespective of party affiliation (Anyang Yongo, 1998) but this position has been negated by the Nigeria experience.36
In Nigeria today, over 80% of the masses are in abject penury while the political elite is living in affluence. This37
is clearly buttressed by the yearly budgetary allocations of larger amount of money for recurrent expenditure38
including humungous wage bill for government officials than for capital expenditure. This is an index of failure39
on the part of any government. The type of wasteful democracy being practised in Nigeria makes politics40
to be seen as a means of sharing the national cake as painted by David Easton and Harold Laswell in their41
misleading definitions of politics. Politics is about promoting the welfare of the citizens by embarking on massive42
production of goods and services, rather than ’sharing’ or distribution of resources. In the name of democracy,43
Nigeria government is only preoccupied with setting up of political factories in form of agencies, commissions44
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1 INTRODUCTION

and ministries which carry out very similar roles in a bid to fritter away the oil wealth from the Niger Delta45
seen as free money. For instance, we have a police commission and ministry of police affairs. We have NDDC46
and ministry of Niger Delta Affairs. A ministry of Sports exists, yet we have several sports federations, and very47
many other examples. This is unnecessary duplication of roles. Some years back, Steve Oronsanye’s Committee48
Report (2011) had recommended the scrapping of some agencies and departments carrying out similar roles to49
reduce cost of governance, but the implementation is yet to kick off probably because of myopic and parochial50
political considerations, as most of these political factories are used for political patronage.51

Because of the wastages in government in the name of democracy, politics has become a gateway to easy52
wealth and as such, it has gravitated into warfarea zero sum game played without morality, and amoral politics,53
according to Prof Peter Ekeh (1975), is destructive. People always die during general elections in Nigeria as a54
result of electoral violence as thugs are recruited and armed to unleash terror on perceived formidable opponents55
and to cause violence in polling centres where opponents are popular, to scare away voters (Odisu, 2015). How56
long would Nigeria continue with these acts of savagery? Very nice and unblemished Nigerians rarely win election57
because of the rigging prowess of some of the morally bankrupt political opponents and the enormous support58
from their lunatic godfathers (Odisu, 2017). In the same vein, Osayi (2015) described the monstrous roles of59
godfathers in Nigeria as regressive democracy.60

It is sad that even professors recruited as adhoc staff by the electoral body to act as returning officers have61
started playing ignoble roles in the game of election rigging. One of them, from University of Calabar, was recently62
convicted and jailed for three years for electoral fraud in the 2019 general election in Akwa Ibom State (Premium63
Times, March 25 th 2021). Professors are seen as role models in any society who cannot easily condescend to64
commit an infraction hence the electoral body took the decision of engaging them. As things stand now, even65
if all Nigerians were PhD holders, good elections that would enthrone credible contestants cannot be seamlessly66
conducted. This is so because politics in Nigeria is about life and death and some politicians can go to the67
extreme to get victory.68

Stephen Ellis (2008) talked about the deadly ’Okija shrine’ politics in south east Nigeria and revealed what69
politicians can do to capture power. What this means is that the type of democracy being adopted in Nigeria70
is fraught with many pitfalls and has to be jettisoned for the country to make progress like many other nations71
in the world. The way politics is played in the country now can never bring out development, but misery and72
hopelessness.73

It is such a shame that after over sixty years of independence, Nigeria is yet to get it right politically,74
economically and in infrastructural development, despite the enormous crude oil dollars generated from the75
criminally impoverished and environmentally degraded Niger Delta region (Odisu, 2015). Professor William76
Ehwarieme (2020) also alluded to the neglect of the region and the poor management of the oil wealth in his77
inaugural lecture and expressed concern over what would happen if the oil dries up tomorrow or if it loses market78
value. The country is presently the poverty capital of the world with the highest unemployment rate and very79
poor secular common welfare: lack of steady power supply, clean pipe borne water now elitist commodity, general80
hospitals have turned abattoirs, now worse than mere consulting clinics as described by late General Sani Abacha81
in 1983, comatose public tertiary institutions have turned revenue generating firms by charging unholy school fees,82
inability to turn crude oil to petroleum products despite being an oil bearing nation, terribly dilapidated major83
roads, and frightening state of insecurity as kidnapping has become the most lucrative business among terrorists.84
Against this backdrop, what then is the role of government or the state? A government that cannot prevent or85
overcome all these ailments cannot be a democracy because democracy is not just about conducting laughable86
and incredible elections periodically with hefty public funds to enthrone predators and buccaneer capitalists. It87
is about using state power and resources to build an egalitarian society to promote the welfare of citizens (Odisu,88
2016) Why is the democracy copied from the West not working in Nigeria? Politics is an interest driven game,89
but the problem in Nigeria and some African countries is that this interest is personal rather than for public sake,90
unlike in Asia. Individual interest in politics gave birth to corruption in public office in Nigeria in the second91
republic. Ethnicity is also implicated in the failure of western democracy in Nigeria. Because of primordial92
sentiment, religious and ethnic prejudice, everybody wants the man from his or her town to be the local council93
chairman or legislator or the governor etc. This desire facilitates the emergence of incompetent rulers. It should94
be said to our shame that despite our level of education we are still deeply involved in ethnic politics that breeds95
rancor, calumny and dissension. The only panacea to this national problem is to fashion out a political system96
that can accommodate the communal and cultural features of Africa and some inhibitive Asian traditions that97
can curb the predatory excesses of Nigerian politicians. The blending of these two traditions is what I refer to as98
africasian democracy. Nigeria cannot continue to practise an unproductive and inefficient political system at its99
peril just to please some countries, it should work out an alternative system that suits its condition, as it is futile100
to do same thing repeatedly and expect different result. The dysfunctional western political system that has been101
responsible for the earth-quaking corruption in Nigeria over the years accounts for its underdevelopment. There102
is no need dwelling on the corruption saga here as doing so would turn the paper into a novel. The reason why103
Nigerians are fantastically corrupt needs to be interrogated. This is a good research question for criminologists.104
The fact that the political system creates loopholes for infractions is not a criterion for politicians to have a field105
day.106

With the unity among the members of the insatiable political class in Nigeria, no constitutional conference107
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recommendations can be adopted to address the retinue of socio-political problems bedeviling the nation, hence108
the various reports of past confabs didn’t see the light of day. Therefore, the thinking that a national parley would109
change this unworkable political system and truncate or disrupt what illegally accrues to the power brokers and110
their protégés is merely wishful. For instance, which parley can reduce the national assembly to a unicameral111
chamber of 36 member-senate and the 36 houses of assembly to 6 regional parliaments, as well as drastically112
reducing the number of ministers? This can only be done by a courageous patriot who has the determination to113
take volcanic decisions aimed at changing the ugly face of Volume XXI Issue V Version I 62 ( ) Nigeria politics114
and laying a solid foundation for the building of an egalitarian society as done in Asia. Therefore, all hands must115
be on deck to elect this leader in 2023 who will discard the existing constitution and produce a new pro-masses116
constitution for a new Nigeria. To support the assumption that the africasian system would positively change117
Nigeria, there is need to appraise the political ideology of the Asian continent.118

2 II.119

3 Asian Political System120

Asia political systems were built upon theory that reflects different priorities and needs. This accounts for the121
huge development achieved in the continent within a few years unlike Africa. Illiberal or Confucian democracy122
is practised in the continent that is why its leaders are erroneously called dictators by the West (Odisu, 2016).123
The leaders who transformed some Asian States into what is now known as Asian Tigers didn’t pride themselves124
as democrats, they were just very disciplined, patriotic and selfless. Such leaders include Mao Zeng Dong125
of China and Lee Kuan Yew of Singapore, etc. Democracy is just an ideology and the importance of any126
ideology or a political system is not the sound of its concept, but the ability to bring out justice and order.127
Lee Kuan Yew believed that the ultimate test of the value of a political system is whether it helps that society128
establish conditions that improve the standard of living for the majority of the people. According to him, what129
most countries needed was discipline, not democracy, as democracy doesn’t necessarily lead to development130
(Time: Asian Different Drums, June 14 th 1993). Therefore, the political system in Asia rests on the theory131
of utilitarianism: striving to bring happiness to the greatest number of the citizens, as idealized by J .S Mill132
(Utilitarianism, 1861, Wikipedia.org) which should be the goal of any political system.133

Civil liberties are forfeited for social stability and basic welfare which are the priorities. Political rights are134
curtailed in the interest of society, as societal needs supersede individual rights. This point was stridently made135
known by the East Asian States very unequivocally in the 1993 UN Human Rights Conference in Vienna. Checks136
and balances are disallowed from hampering the collective goals but there are strong cultural values that drive137
social cohesion and checkmate individualism. Checks and balances and rule of law are unnecessary sermons in as138
much as the government works for the interest of society (Tokashi Inoguchi et al, 1997). Corruption is checkmated139
with presumption of guilt unlike in Nigeria where there is presumption of innocence as enshrined in the so-called140
rule of law that encourages irresponsible public servants to swim in corrupt practices. Western liberal democracy141
would have been a negation to the economic growth and infrastructural development of the Asian states if it was142
adopted, as it undermines efficiency, stability and causes gridlock among institutions. This is why the States are143
inhospitable to the Western political system (Huntington, 1991).144

The US had spent enormous resources in building liberal democracy in Philippine, yet many Philippine145
nationals had wanted to relocate to Singapore despite the absence of rule of law because of its fledging economy146
and superb infrastructures (CNN: Lessons for Leaders, March 28 th 2015). It is an indisputable fact that illiberal147
democracy or benevolent dictatorship is much better than the liberal system given the exploits of the Asian148
Tigers and the underdevelopment and massive corruption in some countries like Nigeria and the odious social149
disorder in the West such as the unholy gay marriage. The citizens of Asian states are enjoying the massive,150
superb and world class infrastructures such as good roads, flyover bridges, tunnels, stable power supply, and good151
health care delivery system. Of what use is rule of law without basic social amenities and good infrastructure? Of152
what use is the right to abuse or criticize the president and governors and live without basic items such as power153
supply, good health care, and pipe borne water like a refugee or an internally displaced person (IDP)? Ninety154
nine percent of Nigerian citizens would prefer having basic social amenities to useless political rights. There is155
longevity of regimes that prevents waste of funds for frequent elections. No person cares about how long a leader156
stays in office if there is evidence of discipline and good governance.157

4 III. Establishing the New Ideology in Nigeria158

Western liberal democracy in Nigeria is all about the struggle for state power in every four years by politicians159
using ideologically bankrupt political parties. At the end of the day a winner would emerge and appoint supporters160
bereft of ideas into government, not to further or entrench an ideology, but to start accumulating funds from the161
public coffer in preparation for the next election. Hence there is always the case of motion without movement.162
The next Nigerian president that would be enthroned in 2023 is expected to be violent in taking decisions that163
can de-roof or remove roofing sheets from buildings even without windstorm or tornado. Such volcanic decisions,164
which would be captured in the new constitution, include the following:165
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7 CONCLUDING REMARKS

? Suspending the 1999 constitution and writing a new one. ? Reducing the national assembly to a 36-member166
unicameral senate, 6 from each of the geopolitical zones. ? Appointing 6 interim premiers for the geopolitical167
zones or regions.168

Volume XXI Issue V Version I169

5 A170

? Replacing the 36 houses of assembly with 6 regional parliaments of not more than 36 members each. ? Creation171
of regional police force for the 6 regions to be headed by AIGs who must be indigenes of the regions. The regional172
police would be independent of the central government.173

? Making Nigeria a federation with the approval of Resource Control and payment of agreed taxes to the174
Centre. ? Devolution of powers to the 6 federating units or regions ? Reducing the items on the Exclusive List175
to: defence, foreign policy, monetary policy, federal police, international treaties, immigration and customs and176
exercise. While both the centre and the regions to legislate on two items: judiciary and electoral commission. ?177
Making the membership of the federal and regional parliaments to be on part-time basis. ? Making the electoral178
body an adhoc commission to save cost. ? Scrapping the national youth service scheme to save cost of governance179
as the scheme has failed to foster unity among Nigerian youths. ? All elections to be conducted with option A4180
to avoid senseless waste of funds. ? Voters in each region will elect the six senators and the thirty-six members181
of the regional assembly. The premier of a region will be elected by the victorious legislators who had received182
certificates of return.183

All the elected lawmakers in the six regions and the six premiers will thereafter elect the president. ? The184
president and premiers would have a single term of 5 years. ? Reducing the number of political parties to two.185

? Abolishing money politics by reducing the cost of expression of interest / nomination form to N20, 000 for186
all the elective positions. ? Approving constitutions for the regions.187

? Enshrining presumption of guilt in both the federal and regional constitutions to eliminate or drastically188
reduce corruption. ? Approving a uniform salary structure for public servants and all workers in the country such189
that applicants would not be fixated on a particular sector. This would help create more jobs as funds freed from190
sectors that pay jumbo salary to few staff shall be used in employing more people from the street. ? Prohibiting191
workers in essential service sectors from embarking on strike action. ? Rotating the presidency among the six192
regions.193

? Abolishing state sponsorship of religious pilgrimage.194
? Revoking the privatization of the power and steel sectors to pave way for investors who have the capacity195

of taking the sectors to a glorious height. If Nigeria must come out of the doldrums and become an ordered196
society, this is the way to go and it is obvious we cannot achieve all these in a liberal democracy that is concerned197
mainly with the protection of the selfish interests of the predatory political class. If the borrowed political system198
is working, how come the country is seen as a failed or failing state with all the institutions not responding199
to the needs and aspirations of the citizens? It is also difficult to get the above listed decisions approved by a200
constitutional conference peopled mainly by members of the political elite who would never allow their grip on201
the polity to be eroded. Therefore, the only way out of the quagmire is the enthronement of a politician who is202
brave and who is not interested in erecting mansions at the river banks in Nigeria and abroad. Such a man is203
capable of putting together a team that is not avaricious and that can deliver results within a short time. The204
new political order would put an end to insecurity, unemployment and the perennial agitation for secession as205
well as fostering national unity and integration.206

People who would frown at this prescription are those who are milking the country under the guise of rule207
of law or rule of men. Many Nigerians are in Dubai acquiring properties despite the fact that UAE does not208
practise liberal democracy. What this means is that disciplined leadership is better than western democracy. The209
major source of revenue in Singapore is the seaport, and with disciplined leadership, there are state of the art210
infrastructures that are lacking in an oil-rich Nigeria because liberal democracy has opened doors for incompetent211
and amoral politicians to capture and misuse state power. South Korea, Japan and China are Volume XXI Issue212
V Version I 64 ( ) railway, power generation, health care, etc. This is as result of disciplined leadership and the213
sanctity of societal needs superseding individualism.214

6 IV.215

7 Concluding Remarks216

Nigeria is well endowed with mineral resources but there is nothing to show for all the blessings of nature because217
the liberal political system had created loopholes for the mismanagement of the national wealth by myopic and218
predatory rulers. Some Asian countries that are not as endowed as Nigeria are making waves in the provision219
of secular common welfare as well as in economic and infrastructural development. The great men behind these220
exploits in Asia are disciplined leaders who are enviously seen as dictators by the West.221

The liberal political system also makes it possible for incompetent, corrupt and gutless politicians to emerge.222
The problems of unemployment, extreme poverty, out of school children, frightening insecurity and poor power223
supply are as a result of clueless leadership, hence Nigeria has become the world capital of poverty (Borgen,224
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2020). The shameful inability of an oil bearing nation to produce petrol, diesel and kerosene despite owning four225
refineries leaves much to be desired.226

In order to overcome all these ailments, africasian political system is hereby prescribed for Nigeria. It is a227
mixture of the cultural values in Africa and some inhibitive political traditions in Asia. If adopted, many countries228
carrying the yoke and burden of the wasteful liberal democracy just to please western donors and creditors, would229
understudy Nigeria with a view to adopting the ideology because of the massive development the new ideology230
would trigger.231

8 It is recommended that:232

Eligible voters should vote massively for a presidential candidate of any political party that has features of courage233
and discipline. The masses should unite against the political class.234

The youths should not fall for the antics of politicians wanting to use them as thugs to rig or disrupt the235
presidential election. 1236
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